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I. INTRODUCTION
Trusted Computing (TC) is a technology developed and pro-
moted by the Trusted Computing Group (TCG), and aims
to enhance the overall security, privacy and trustworthiness
of a variety of computing devices. The core of the trusted
computing technologies of TCG is the Trusted Platform
Module (TPM), a tamper-resistant module embedded in a
platform, which is implemented by a TPM chip and designed
to resist software attacks and moderate hardware attacks.
TPM includes non-volatile storage, a set of Platform Con-
figuration Registers (PCRs) and an engine for cryptographic
operations. Based on TPM and TCG Software Stack (TSS),
a suite of mechanisms can be realized, includingmemory cur-
taining, protected execution, secure I/O, sealed storage, plat-
form measurement and remote attestation. As a fundamental
secure computing module, TPM is the root trust module to
establish security and trust in digital computing, communica-
tion and networking. Basically, it can support secure booting
and trustworthy software installation, private data protection
and Digital Rights Management (DRM), as well as remote
attestation- based trusted communications and collaboration.
There is significant research currently in the field of trusted
computing, in both academia and industry. Recent efforts
focus on TC module development and extension, trustworthy
software assurance, Trusted Execution Environment (TEE),
trusted collaboration and trusted storage. The recent advance
of Intel Software Guard Extensions (Intel R© SGX) offers
hardware-assistant TEE, which allows user code execution in
a private region of memory, called enclave, in an untrusted
third party. This technology attracts special attention and
motivates innovations of many applications.

However, with the fast development of emerging technolo-
gies, such as Internet of Things (IoT), 5G wireless technolo-
gies, machine learning, data mining, artificial intelligence,
cloud and fog computing, Software Defined Networking
(SDN) and Network Function Virtualization (NFV), new
challenges are raised with regard to trusted computing.

First, the security aspect of trust emphasized by the TC is
not sufficient to confront current challenges in emerging
ICT technologies. Other non-functional requirements, such
as availability, reliability, maintainability and usability should
also be addressed. How to extent current TC technology by
taking other trust-impact factors into account is an open issue.

Second, current TC technologies focus on establishing
trust, but how to maintain trust in dynamically changed envi-

ronments still lacks deep-insight study [items 1), 2) in the
Appendix]. Current TC solutions cannot handle runtime trust
management issues of software systems and autonomic trust
management in IoT, 5G network systems, cloud computing
and pervasive computing [items 3), 4), 5), 6), 7), 8) in the
Appendix].

Third, this kind of ‘‘hard trust’’ solution of TC can-
not support the subjective nature of trust [items 1), 3) in
the Appendix]. The question is how to effectively integrate
trusted computing with trust and reputation management,
and how to incorporate TC with the advance of data mining
and machine learning in order to offer super-intelligence
[items 1), 8), 9), 10) in the Appendix].

Fourth, the trust of trusted computing is still an unsolved
problem [items 1), 3) in the Appendix]. Many existing sys-
tems build their security and trust based on the root trust
module of TC, which is actually very risky in practice in
case the root trust module is broken. How to ensure the trust
of the trusted computing, verify the trustworthiness of TEE,
and achieve high reliability, as well as alternatively realize
autonomic trusted computing adaptive to context changes is
still a challenge.

Finally, we are still facing a number of practical issues
and expecting to solve them by applying TC. For example,
in 5Gwireless systems, one challenge is how to realize trusted
collaboration across the trust domains of multiple mobile
operators in order to fully share and use cloud and virtualized
networking resources [item 6) in the Appendix]. In social
networking, IoT and Internet of Everything (IoE) systems,
the issue is how to ensure data trust in its whole life cycle
from data sensing, collection, pre-processing, transmission,
to fusion, composition and analytics [items 5), 7), 8), 9), 10)
in the Appendix]. In SDN, how to design a trust management
framework to ensure the trustworthiness of SDN with full
consideration of trust in application plane, control plane ad
data plane is a challenge and in NFV, it is how to realize
trustworthy virtualized execution environment and resource
arrangement [items 6), 11) in the Appendix]. All of the above
raise special requirements on the continuous development
and evolution of TC technology. We believe the current TC
technologies should be renovated in order to satisfy new
technical requirements and overcome scientific challenges.

This Special Section aims to bring together researchers
and practitioners to discuss various aspects of trusted com-
puting, explore key theories, investigate technology enablers,
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develop significant applications and innovate new method-
ologies, schemes, algorithms and solutions for solving open
issues and overcoming major challenges in this exciting
research area. On the basis of significance, originality, nov-
elty and presentation, 15 articles were selected to be included
in this Special Section after severe review. We will now
introduce them as below.

II. TRUSTED COMPUTATION
To address the challenging issues concerning trustworthy
outsourced data search, Zhang et al., introduced TKSE in the
article ‘‘TKSE: Trustworthy keyword search over encrypted
data with two-side verifiability via blockchain.’’ TKSE uses
the encrypted data index based on digital signature to allow a
user to search over the outsourced encrypted data and check
whether the search result returned by the cloud fulfills pre-
specified search requirements. It realizes two-side verifica-
tion for both the cloud and the searching user. The usage
of blockchain further guarantees the fairness of search fee
payment in the context of no trust in the cloud and the user.

To enhance data security in the process of publishing and
transmission, the article ‘‘Data provenance with retention of
reference relations,’’ by Wang et al., proposes a data prove-
nance system with retention of reference relations (called
RRDP). It can support multiple data types, thus overcomes
the limitations of past works. Multi-level encryption was
applied into data watermarking to ensure the secure distri-
bution of data.

In the article ‘‘Secure comparison under ideal/real simula-
tion paradigm,’’ Zhao et al., studied the Yao’s Millionaires’
problem under ideal/real simulation paradigm. They pro-
posed two schemes based on symmetric cryptography, which
achieve high efficiency and scalability, as well as security,
when compared with existing solutions.

Integrity measurement is important for building up a
trusted environment. Current methods suffer from high
computational complexity and heavy data processing, thus
consuming a lot of I/O resources and spending too much
time. In the article ‘‘COW-IMM: A novel integrity mea-
surement method based on copy-on-write for file in vir-
tual machine,’’ Li et al., proposed a novel method named
COW-IMM to get the information of files for integrity mea-
surement from base image andmeasure the integrity of files in
increment image. Prototype-based evaluation showed that the
volume of data used by COW-IMM is 512 times smaller than
that used by the traditional integrity measurement method
MDA-IMM, and COW-IMM has faster speed.

III. TRUST EVALUATION
Trust-based secure mechanisms are often used in Wireless
Sensor Networks (WSNs) to overcome attacks from internal
compromised nodes. In the article ‘‘A dynamic behavior
monitoring game-based trust evaluation scheme for cluster-
ing in wireless sensor networks,’’ Yang et al., attempted to
address an unsolved issue about getting behavior evidence
for trust evaluation. They introduced a game theory-based
dynamic behavior monitoring scheme for evidence collection
in WSNs by making a tradeoff between network security and

energy conservation. Furthermore, a trust evaluation mech-
anism was proposed by involving a cluster-based routing
protocol. It can gain high network lifetime with ensured
network security.

The article ‘‘A novel trust evaluation method for logic
circuits in IoT applications based on the E-PTM model,’’ by
Xiao et al., proposes a method for reliability analysis in logic
circuits with unreliable devices for trust-driven design by
applying state-vector expansion and matrix reconstruction.
It evaluates the quality of a reliability improvement for trust-
driven design applications and tries to ensure high computa-
tional accuracy and efficiency.

IV. TRUSTED AUTHENTICATION
Alhaidary et al., analyzed vulnerabilities for Offline Per-
sonal Authentication Device (OffPAD) based authentication
techniques by using an attack tree analysis in the article,
‘‘Vulnerability analysis for the authentication protocols in
trusted computing platforms and a proposed enhancement of
the OffPAD protocol.’’ They found that this authentication
is vulnerable to attacks, specifically replay and man-in- the-
middle attacks, and proposed new schemes by using SSK and
nonces to mitigate them.

In the article ‘‘Provably leakage-resilient password-based
authenticated key exchange in the standard model,’’ Ruan
et al., studied leakage-resilient (LR) password-based authen-
ticated key exchange (PAKE) protocols to overcome side-
channel attacks in Internet-of-Things environments. Based
on a formalized LR eCK security model for PAKE, they
proposed an LR PAKE protocol by using Diffie–Hellman key
exchange, LR storage (LRS) and LR refreshing of LRS, and
proved its security.

In order to protect identity privacy, in the article by
Niu et al., the authors proposed ‘‘A privacy-preserving iden-
tification mechanism for mobile sensing systems.’’ They
divided sensed data based on privacy sensitivity and used
differential privacy to process the data with high privacy
sensitivity. Identification is achieved by using a two-layer
neural network model to train and learn the participant’s style
of action for generating an identity feature database.

V. 5G NETWORK TRUST
In the survey article, ‘‘Security for 5G mobile wireless net-
works,’’ Fang et al., comprehensively studied the security
of 5Gwireless network systems. By comparingwith the tradi-
tional cellular networks, they investigated new requirements
and motivations of 5G security, potential attacks and security
services. The article reviews the recent advances and existing
schemes of 5G security, including authentication, availability,
data confidentiality, key management and privacy. It also dis-
cusses new security features with the involvement of a num-
ber of emerging technologies. A new 5G wireless security
architecture was proposed with a case study to offer identity
management and flexible authentication. In particular, this
article summarizes a number of 5G security challenges and
indicates future research directions in this field.

Cloud Radio Access Network (C-RAN) is one of the
hottest technologies to facilitate 5G development. In C-RAN,
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the information of Base Stations (BS) resides in a central-
ized Virtual BS (VBS) pool. Multiple operators allow their
VBS pools to exchange control data and cooperate with
each other in order to provide high-quality 5G services.
However, trustworthy cooperation and platform-trust authen-
tication among multiple mobile operators were scarcely
studied. In the article, ‘‘Trusted cooperation among virtual
base stations in C-RAN,’’ Tian et al., proposed a C-RAN
Inter-Operator Cooperation Scheme (IOCS) to support the
cooperation of multiple operators in C-RAN and allow them
to share resources in a trustworthy and secure way by
applying Trusted Computing Platform (TCP). IOCS supports
resource sharing across multiple mobile operators to satisfy
the Quality of Service (QoS) requirements of mobile users.
Through game theoretical analysis, the authors further fig-
ured out the conditions of inter-operator cooperation with the
concern of operator trust.

VI. TRUSTWORTHY RECOMMENDATION
In order to solve cold start problems and preserve
data privacy, in the article ‘‘A privacy-preserving frame-
work for trust-oriented point-of-interest recommendation,’’
Liu et al., proposed a framework to encourage data owners
to share their data and realize privacy-preserving and trust-
worthy POI recommendations. They made use of partially
homomorphic encryption to achieve the design goals through
offline encryption and parallel computing with acceptable
computation and communication costs.

In the article, ‘‘Aggregating author profiles from multiple
publisher networks to build a list of potential collaborators,’’
Alinani et al., proposed a recommender system to aggregate
author information frommultiple publisher networks to moti-
vate research collaboration. It evaluates the trustworthiness
of the author recommendations by considering author contri-
butions, how recent and how popular their work is, and the
correlations of these factors.

VII. TRUSTWORTHY DATA ANALYSIS
In the article, ‘‘Inferring causal direction from multi-
dimensional causal Networks for assessing harmful factors
in security analysis,’’ Mai et al., introduced a new approach
based on a split-and-merge strategy to infer causal direc-
tion from multi-dimensional causal networks for assessing
harmful factors in security analysis. In this method, an n-
dimensional network is decomposed into induced subnet-
works. Each induced subnetwork can be subsumed into
one of three substructures: one-degree, non-triangle, and
triangle-existence substructures, where causalities can be
inferred accordingly to gain the causal structure of the multi-
dimensional network.

Wang et al., studied performance optimization for extract-
ing useful data or characteristic variables from a large amount
of data in the article, ‘‘Variable selection and optimization in
rapid detection of soybean straw biomass based on CARS.’’
They focused on rapid detection of soybean straw biomass by
applying competitive adaptive reweighted sampling (CARS).
Through comparison with five other variable selection meth-

ods, the authors showed that the CARSmethod is more effec-
tive in extracting character variables, and also in cellulose
and lignin analyzing processes. It is effective in variable
selection and optimization for soybean straw near infrared
spectroscopy (NIRS) data.

VIII. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we introduced the 15 accepted articles by
categorizing them into trusted computation, trust evalua-
tion, trusted authentication, 5G network trust, trustworthy
recommendation, and trustworthy data analytics. Trusted
computing will likely play a more critical role in emerging
technologies. But it still faces a number of challenges, which
continuously motivate further exploration and innovation in
this research field.
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